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HOME 4K is the first anti-stress TV channel in Russia in UHD resolution. On the air of the TV
channel there are walks around the picturesque corners of the planet. Our viewer travels to the
unique points of the Earth, with their special colors, landscape and atmosphere. No wonder
the TV channel`s motto is: «Look at the world differently!». 

Delivery:

UDP HLS/SRT Satellite
Points of connection in the data center
of the Russian Federation
(M9, Medialogistics) 

Links

Intelsat 10-02, 1° degree, Parameters: 12705V 45000
Coding: FTA

HOME 4К

4К
200 hours of content

6 languages: english, arabic,

spanish, chinese, russian, french

320 scenic
locations from
all over the world

4К
format

100% 
own production

Own authors

team

Sounds

of nature

24 hour

broadcast

No

ads

Channel Features: 

New content

4 hours/month

50 hours/year



Channel Features:

Wild nature– anti-stress TV channel in HD format. In the round-the-clock broadcast of the TV
channel-shots from the beautiful corners of our planet. Perhaps the perfect combination
of images and sounds of nature for viewers who want to relax, take a break from the daily routine,
do yoga and meditation!

3 270 scenic locations

videos from more

than 400 expeditions

New content

4 hours/month

50 hours/year

98% of content

is nature and wildlife

Channel production

and delivery

since 2013

Compliance with

the high requirements

of technical and

artistic performance

100%
unique content

Sounds

of nature
No ads

HD
320 hours of content

6 languages: english, arabic,

spanish, chinese, russian, french

Delivery:

UDP HLS/SRT Satellite
Points of connection
in the data center of the
Russian Federation
(M9, Medialogistics) 

Links

Horisons 2, Degree 85 °
Parameters: 11800 H 28800
Coding: Conax, Irdeto 2

Wild nature HD 
Express AM5, Degree 140 °
Parameters: 11262 V 30000
Coding: Conax, Irdeto



Channel Features:

Through the eyes of a tourist HD is a collection of unique sincere stories without any staging, told by tourists from
all over the world with the help of their video camera! Documentaries in HD format are dedicated to active recreation
in all its diversity. On the air of the TV channel the viewer can watch cycling, caving, hiking, exotic countries tours and
other adventures. The creators of the TV channel are true to the principle of «Creating television together!» and invite
experienced authors and amateur tourists to share their stories. 
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24 hour
broadcast

HD
format 

+30

hours of content

monthly

More than 25 authors

from all over the world

750
hours of exciting
travel content

No ads

Delivery:

UDP HLS/SRT Satellite
Points of connection in the data center
of the Russian Federation
(M9, Medialogistics)

Links

Horisons 2, Degree 85 ° Parameters: 11800 H 28800
Coding: Conax, Irdeto 2

Though the eyes of a tourist HD 



Channel Features:

Through the eyes of a tourist 4K – the first TV channel of the author's travel movies in 4K format.
Unusual, dangerous and exciting journeys from all over the world! Impressive image in 4K
format. The most extreme and unpredictable stories from our authors. Start traveling with us!

Delivery:

No ads Own authors

team

Unique

content

Impressive

picture,

4K format

300 hours

of content

+15 hours

of fresh content

monthly

UDP HLS/SRT
Points of connection in the data center

of the Russian Federation (M9, Medialogistics)
Links
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Channel Features:

Active life HD helps people of mature age to fill their lives with movement, positivity and new discoveries in the
world of a healthy lifestyle. Our presenters are coaches with many years of experience, their own training methods
and a desire to turn mature age into a beautiful age. The channel's fixed programming will allow viewers to
engage at a convenient time. TV Channel hosts provide feedback in messengers, it helps viewers find answers
to important questions and get useful tips from the first person.

24 hour
broadcasting

Experts with
worldwide

recognition

Delivery:

HD
format

Target
audience 30+

Unique
content

150 hours
of content

100% own
production

UDP HLS/SRT
Points of connection in the data center

of the Russian Federation (M9, Medialogistics)
Links



Series and content

Date with nature HD / 4K
(2 seasons)

Beyond the
doorstep HD

Crazy
Russians HD

That’s all
Robert HD



Date with nature series in HD / 4K
Watching the series has a therapeutic effect. Picturesque shots make viewers forget about stress and
immerse themselves in a state of peace, unity with nature. The series is a result of 8 years of filming from
more than 400 expeditions! Each season consists of 10 episodes 30-40 minutes each.

Season 1 is devoted to natural beauty in different seasons. Forests, mountains, winter, seas and rivers and
more are on the screen.
Season 2   is devoted to nature views from Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Slovenia, Thailand, France, Spain
and other countries in all the diversity of the landscapes.



Criminal drama That’s all Robert HD
Robert Bogdanov works as a physics teacher in an ordinary provincial school living with contempt from
students and hardly making ends meet. By chance, he becomes an accomplice to the robbery of a payment
terminal and the murder of a drug dealer. Now the criminals are looking for him. 

1 season, 8 episodes. Countries: Russia, Iceland. Director: Andrey Linich



Beyond the doorstep series

Author's programs about travel in Russia
and abroad. The host Andrey Kuzmin
visits the lost corners of the wild nature
and popular tourist places, large cities
and small villages.

67 episodes of 20 minutes each

Crazy Russians series

Russians travel the world!
The series will tell you how:

• Without money and without knowledge
  of the language to get from Milan to Lyon;
• Survive in the forest during a fire or 
  in -40° C above the Arctic circle!
• Set up a life in the wild alone.

The authors of the films are famous
Russian travelers.

2 episodes of 2 hours each

• Sarva Lake, Krasnyi Kluch (Red Key) 
  spring, Kipun spring, reservoirs, caves;
• Beauty and legends of the Bashkir
  Trans-Urals, St. George`s Monastery;
• Travel in Karelia, Trans-Urals, Kazakhstan,
  Georgia and Armenia.



Sergey, Moscow
Thank you very much! Great content! I work at
home, I watch the channel during the whole
working day. It does not distract and it creates
a good mood. Great interesting camera angles!!!

OUR VIEWERS FEEDBACK

Elena, Yekaterinburg
Hello. I'm from Yekaterinburg. I'm 61 years old. 
I have been doing Qigong exercises for the first 
month since I discovered your beautiful channel 
Active Life. I have had cervical osteochondrosis 
since I was 20 (working at a computer). I always 
tried to lead a healthy lifestyle. I was engaged 
in dancing, skiing and swimming in winter, and 
now I do yoga. Your trainer Shamil is very good 
at explaining exercises and meditations with 
images. Moreover, I noticed that from class 
to class there is progress that I am gaining and 
I get into the spirit of Qigong. I'm already 
breathing deeper, trying to push oxygen through 
the three centers, inhale through the Yin point 
and exhale through the Yang. After classes, 
I feel light in my whole body and a lifted
mood. Thanks. I will continue to study. Because 
I understand that I have not mastered much yet, 
and everything is still ahead.

Alla, Norilsk
I`m an avid tourist. I don't need the faraway sea
coast, just give me a river, a tent, mountains and
a fire! I am no longer at the age of easily running
across mountains, but I still love outdoor recreation.
I was lucky: in Ufa I accidentally came across your
channel. I climb the mountains with you, sit by
the fire, catch fish, build dugouts:)) I enjoy life
to the full extent. Together with you, I admire, 
rejoice, worry about failures and sing. Well done! 
I am an active, positive, responsible person. I wish
good luck to the channel. I'm with you!!

Tatiana, Moscow

Thank you! This is the only channel I watch —
this is my salvation during maternity leave. 
It is very beautiful, and it is something that we 
lack so much every day. Our children aged 4 
and  1, 4 years are also very fond of watching
Wild nature. I am very grateful to you for
the project.

Tatiana, Kovrov

Good afternoon. I came across the channel by
accident. The catchy name Live Actively caught
on. I have selected several programs for myself:
Planet, Zumba, meditation for sleep. I try not
to miss the program. It's cool to be healthy in
the morning and in the evening.
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distrib@iridaworld.com

+421 233331073

ufanetgroup.com/en

CONTACT US

bld. 4, block 2E, Prospekt Oktyabrya st., Ufa, Russia

«Firma BIS» LLC, OGRN 1020202765527. Information for legal entities valid as of June 2021. The services are provided subject to technical availability.
Full information on ufanetgroup.com/en and by phone: + 7 (347) 292-77-55, +421 233331073. Not an offer.


